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Revival Productions is proud to present the ultimate 6-degree-of-freedom shooter, OVERLOAD, from the creators of the
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I hate that i didn't like this game. I loved decent. Pretty much can repeat what all the other reviews said. It adds nothing to the
original descent except "BeTTeR GrAPhicS!" but the level design is just dull and boring. Would have been better off just doing
a HD remake of the original descent, not sure what the appeal here is supposed to be. I played it for an hour and was just bored
out of my mind.. Graphics are pretty but not overly showy, so it runs in VR just like in 2D. The lighting and particles are great,
and the gameplay is fast and fun.. I hate that i didn't like this game. I loved decent. Pretty much can repeat what all the other
reviews said. It adds nothing to the original descent except "BeTTeR GrAPhicS!" but the level design is just dull and boring.
Would have been better off just doing a HD remake of the original descent, not sure what the appeal here is supposed to be. I
played it for an hour and was just bored out of my mind.. Graphics are pretty but not overly showy, so it runs in VR just like in
2D. The lighting and particles are great, and the gameplay is fast and fun.
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